
DIRECTIONS FOR USING

THIS FOUNTAIN PEN
To Fill—Unscrew section containing gold pen from barrel and hold

point or dropper against inside wall of barrel, slowly forcing in the ink

until barrel is nearly full, replace section, screwing it in firmly.

Should a new pen flood or bleed on first filling, allow the ink to run

out, and refill. Tnis is sometimes caused by the interior surfaces being

somewhat oily. A second filling will correct this fault.

Allow the ink to get well soaked throgh the feed to the gold pen, after

which the pen should write without trouble.

When pen begins to flow too freely it is an indication that ink is too

low in barrel. Heed this warning and refill reservoir.

Carry in Pocket point up to prevent ink from running out into

the cap.

To Clean—Kinse reservoir with cold water and place section or nozzle

under a faucet, allowing the water to run through it. Wipe out the in-

side of the cap occasionally with a piece of tissue paper to remove

moisture.

Do not remove the feed or gold pen from the holder, as it is

difficult to replace them with proper adjustment, and careless handling

will change action of gold pen.

Be sure that vent hole in top of cap is open—This hole permits

the escape of the moisture as the ink evaporates from reservoir. One

hole is usually sufficient for this, but if not," a second vent is provided

inside of cap to be opened if necessary. By following this important

direction the condensation of moisture on pen or suction is avoided.

Ink—For ordinary writing use a fluid ink. In using copying ink

clean pen more frequently.

^Do not send a pen through the mail without emptying out t he ink

and cleaning out the section; be sure to send all parts of the pen when

sending for repairs; put your name on outside of the package and send

separate letter of advice.
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